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Abstract 1 

The high toxicity, endocrine-disrupting effects and low (bio)degradability commonly attributed to 2 

phenolic compounds have promoted their recognition as priority toxic pollutants. For this reason, 3 

the monitoring of these compounds in industrial, domestic and agricultural streams is crucial to 4 

prevent and decrease their toxicity in our daily life. To confront this relevant environmental issue, 5 

we propose the use of a combi-electrosensor which combines singlet oxygen (1O2)-based 6 

photoelectrochemistry (PEC) with square wave voltammetry (SWV). The high sensitivity of the 7 

PEC sensor (being a faster alternative for traditional chemical oxygen 8 

demand−COD−measurements) ensures the detection of nmol L−1 levels of phenolic compounds 9 

while the SWV measurements (being faster than the color test kits) allow the differentiation 10 

between phenolic compounds. Herein, we report on the development of such a combi-electrosensor 11 

for the sensitive and selective detection of phenol (PHOH) in the presence of related phenolic 12 

compounds such as hydroquinone (HQ), bisphenol A (BPA), resorcinol (RC) and catechol (CC). 13 

The PEC sensor was able to determine the concentration of PHOH in spiked river samples 14 

containing only PHOH with a recovery between 96% and 111%. The SWV measurements 15 

elucidated the presence of PHOH, HQ and CC in the spiked samples containing multiple phenol 16 

compounds. Finally, the practicality of the combi-electrosensor set-up with a dual SPE containing 17 

two working electrodes and shared reference and counter electrodes was demonstrated. As a result, 18 

the combination of the two techniques is a powerful and valuable tool in the analysis of phenolic 19 

samples, since each technique improves the general performance by overcoming the inherent 20 

drawbacks that they display independently.  21 

 22 

Keywords: Photoelectrochemistry, Square Wave Voltammetry, Dual Screen-Printed Carbon 23 

Electrode, Phenolic Compounds.   24 
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Introduction 1 

Phenol (PHOH), which is mostly produced via the cumene hydroperoxide route,1 is used in 2 

various production processes such as disinfectants, plasticizers, surfactants and pesticides.2, 3 The 3 

growing amount of phenolic contamination in wastewater4 leads to an increased level of 4 

detrimental effects on human and wildlife5 due to their high toxicity,6, 7 endocrine-disrupting 5 

effects2, 8 and low (bio)degradability.9 For this reason, phenolic compounds are recognized as 6 

priority toxic pollutants by different regulatory entities such as the Environmental Protection 7 

Agency of the United States (USEPA) and the European Commission (EC).10 As a result, it is 8 

imperative to develop techniques for the monitoring of these phenols in the environment such as 9 

rivers, streams and industrial wastewaters. 10 

The monitoring of phenolic compounds in wastewater is challenging due to the complex 11 

composition of industrial, domestic and agricultural streams.11 Traditional methods include gas 12 

chromatography (GC) or liquid chromatography (LC) coupled with various detection techniques 13 

such as mass spectrometry (MS),12-18 UV detection,19-22 diode array detector (DAD)16, 20, 23 and 14 

others.16, 24 These are powerful techniques in terms of identification and quantification, possessing 15 

high sensitivity and accuracy. Nonetheless, their applicability on-site remains challenging due to 16 

the necessity of derivatization steps (for GC), expensive equipment, high measurement time and 17 

cost, and the need for trained personnel.25-27 Furthermore, a pre-concentration and isolation step of 18 

the phenolic compounds by solid phase12, 14, 17 or liquid-liquid21-23 (micro)extraction are often a 19 

prerequisite in these detection methods. 20 

The use of electrochemical (bio)sensors has emerged as a suitable alternative, 21 

complementary technique due to their ease in operation, fast response, low cost and low measuring 22 

volume. On-site detection can be performed by employing screen-printed electrodes (SPEs) with 23 

wireless potentiostats which are coupled to smartphones or laptops.26-28 Moreover, the efficiency 24 

in oxidizing phenolic compounds makes electrochemistry an ideal detection method. Techniques 25 

such as cyclic voltammetry (CV),29, 30 square wave voltammetry (SWV),29, 31, 32 differential pulse 26 

voltammetry (DPV)29, 33, 34 or amperometry35, 36 have often been used for this purpose. Despite the 27 

aforementioned advantages, these strategies also face challenges such as the deactivation of 28 

electrodes due to the polymerization of phenoxy radicals on their surface upon multiple 29 

measurement cycles.37, 38 This fouling phenomenon can be avoided by using single-use bare SPEs 30 

or modified SPEs with nanomaterials (e.g. carbon nanotubes).28 31 
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On the other hand, the modification of electrodes by enzymes promotes an improvement of 1 

the sensor’s sensitivity with detection limits (LOD) in the µmol L−1 to nmol L−1 range.39 Enzymes 2 

such as horseradish peroxidase (HRP),40-42 tyrosinase43, 44 and laccase39 are often employed to 3 

accomplish a better sensitivity. Yet, thermal and chemical instability of the enzyme, reproducibility 4 

issues and the use of reagents, such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in the case of HRP, limit their 5 

applicability in real scenarios.45 6 

To maintain a low LOD but overcome the drawbacks linked to the use of enzymes, new 7 

enzyme-inspired catalytic strategies have been pursued.45, 46 Trashin et al.45 developed a highly 8 

sensitive photoelectrochemical (PEC) approach which uses a photosensitizer (PS) type II to 9 

aerobically produce singlet oxygen (1O2) upon red light illumination. The produced 1O2 oxidizes 10 

the phenolic compounds present in the sample and the following reduction at the electrode surface 11 

completes the electrocatalytic redox cycle. This PEC sensor can measure phenolic compounds in 12 

the low nmol L−1 range45, 46 and easily intercept additional low concentration compounds by the 13 

increase of the total phenol photoresponse. However, due to the intrinsic properties of the sensor, 14 

identification of individual phenolic structures is impossible since all phenolics can contribute to 15 

the photocurrent. Indeed, the PEC sensor will indicate the total phenolic concentration, similar to 16 

the values obtained by a COD measurement. However, the COD method measures all oxidizable 17 

compounds and is, as a result, not specific for phenolic structures only. Moreover, a long digestion 18 

time for the COD limits its applicability on-site, in contrast to the much faster PEC sensor.47 19 

The identification limitation of the PEC sensor can be overcome by introducing another 20 

electrochemical technique in parallel, i.e. SWV. The total concentration of the phenolic compounds 21 

is monitored by the PEC sensor while the identification of the different compounds contributing to 22 

the photoresponse occurs via the SWV measurement based on their oxidation potential.48  23 

In this article, we demonstrate the synergic contribution between the PEC and SWV sensors 24 

emerging as a powerful tool for the simultaneous quantification and identification of phenolic 25 

samples. First, the optimization of the analytical parameters for the detection of PHOH will be 26 

described, together with interference studies in the presence of phenolic analogues, for each 27 

technique. The studied phenols include hydroquinone (HQ), bisphenol A (BPA), catechol (CC), 28 

resorcinol (RC) and p-benzoquinone (p-BQ) as example toxic compounds,49, 50 possible oxidation 29 

products of PHOH29 or side products of the cumene process for synthesizing PHOH.51 Second, the 30 

two techniques (PEC and SWV) will be applied for the detection of PHOH in spiked river samples. 31 
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Lastly, the sensors will be combined into a combi-electrosensor which will be tested via the use of 1 

a SPE consisting of two working electrodes, one electrode modified for PEC sensing and the second 2 

electrode left unmodified to allow SWV sensing.  3 

Experimental 4 

Reagents 5 

 The perfluorophthalocyanine zinc complex, F64PcZn, was synthesized and deposited on a 6 

TiO2 P25 matrix, as described in previous work.45 The final loading was 3wt%. The supported PS 7 

was abbreviated by F64PcZn|TiO2. 8 

PHOH (99% purity), p-BQ (99% purity), CC (99% purity) and RC (99% purity) were 9 

purchased from J&K Scientific. HQ (99.5% purity) and BPA (99+% purity) were purchased from 10 

Acros Organics and Sigma Aldrich respectively. The phenolic compounds were dissolved in 11 

absolute ethanol (Fisher Chemical) and stored in an ice box. 12 

Acetone, used for the leaching experiments, was purchased from VWR.  13 

Sodium phosphates and sodium carbonates were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and VWR, 14 

respectively. Sodium citrate, citric acid, borax (Na2B4O7·10H2O) and boric acid were purchased 15 

from Merck. Potassium chloride and potassium hydroxide were obtained from Acros Organics. 16 

 17 

Photoelectrochemical Sensing 18 

Graphite SPEs were purchased from Metrohm DropSens. The pseudo-reference electrode 19 

(RE) was silver and the counter electrode (CE) and working electrode (WE) (Ø = 4 mm) consisted 20 

of graphite. The WE was coated with 3wt% F64PcZn|TiO2 by casting a small droplet of 5 µL from 21 

a 10 mg mL−1 aqueous suspension of F64PcZn|TiO2. The droplet was left to dry overnight resulting 22 

in a F64PcZn|TiO2-coated SPE.  23 

Photoelectrochemical measurements were carried out on a µAutolab III (Metrohm Autolab) 24 

instrument with NOVA software. The measurements were conducted in an 80 µL droplet 25 

containing buffer solution with or without PHOH for, respectively, PHOH or blank measurement. 26 

No purging of the droplet with O2 gas occurred. The level of O2 in the droplet was in equilibrium 27 

with the O2 in the lab environment. The potential of the silver (Ag) pseudo-reference electrode of 28 

the SPE was +0.05 V vs. SCE.  29 
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An illumination source, a diode laser operating at 655 nm, from Roithner Lasertechnik was 1 

used. The power was set to 0.24 W cm−2 and the laser was turned on and off at specific time 2 

intervals. The first illumination was used to adjust the laser beam focus to fully cover the WE 3 

surface of the SPE. This position was then fixed throughout the whole experiment. 4 

A buffer solution, 0.02 mol L−1 phosphate buffer (KH2PO4) was used for pH-values 5 

between 6 and 8. For pH-values 9 and 10, 0.02 mol L−1 borate buffer (H3BO3) was used. 6 

Concentrated KOH solution was added dropwise to the buffer solutions until the desired pH-value 7 

was obtained, measured via a Metrohm pH-meter. In all buffer solutions, 0.1 mol L−1 KCl was 8 

present as a supporting electrolyte. 9 

Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measurements were performed to estimate the optimal 10 

potential window for the amperometric detection of PHOH. A conditioning step was first carried 11 

out at 0.10 V for 5 s. Then, the potential was scanned from 0.10 V to −0.25 V vs. Ag pseudo-12 

reference electrode with a step potential of 1.00 mV and a scan rate of 0.25 mV s−1. The laser was 13 

consecutively switched on and off for 30 s. The LSV measurements were taken at several pH-14 

values. 15 

The optimal measurement condition for the amperometric detection of PHOH was 16 

−0.14 V vs. Ag pseudo-reference in pH 9 borate buffer. The laser was programmed to switch on 17 

for 20 s and off for 40 s to restore the baseline current to its initial value. The LOD was determined 18 

by 3 times the standard deviation of the blank divided by the slope of the calibration plot. The limit 19 

of quantification (LOQ) was calculated by the standard deviation of the blank multiplied by 10 20 

divided by the slope of the calibration plot.  21 

 22 

Square Wave Voltammetry 23 

Disposable ItalSens IS-C graphite SPEs were purchased from PalmSens. The pseudo-RE 24 

was silver and the CE and WE consisted of graphite (Ø = 3 mm). The SWV measurements were 25 

performed on a MultiPalmSens4 or EmStat Blue potentiostats (PalmSens, The Netherlands) with 26 

PSTrace/MultiTrace or PStouch software, respectively. The measurements were conducted in an 27 

80 µL droplet. The potential of the Ag pseudo-reference electrode of the SPE was +0.05 V vs. SCE.  28 

As buffer solution, different phosphate buffers were used: i) 0.02 mol L−1 H3PO4/NaH2PO4 29 

for pH 2; ii) 0.02 mol L−1 Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 for pH-values 6 and 8; and iii) 0.02 mol L−1 30 

NaH2PO4/ Na3PO4 for pH 12. For pH 4, 0.02 mol L−1 citric acid/sodium citrate buffer was used, 31 
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and carbonate buffer, 0.02 mol L−1 NaHCO3/Na2CO3, was used for pH 10. Adjustment of the pH-1 

value, measured with a Metrohm pH-meter, was obtained by adding 0.1 mol L−1 KOH solution. In 2 

all buffer solutions, 0.1 mol L−1 KCl was present as supporting electrolyte. 3 

For the optimal detection of phenols by SWV, a potential scan range of −0.3 V to 1.1 V (vs 4 

Ag pseudo-reference electrode) with a frequency of 10 Hz, amplitude of 25 mV and step potential 5 

of 5 mV was applied. The SWV measurements were taken at several pH-values. All 6 

voltammograms were background corrected using the “moving average iterative background 7 

correction” (peak width = 1) tool in the PSTrace software. The optimal buffer for SWV detection 8 

of PHOH was pH 10 carbonate buffer. The LOD and LOQ were determined according to the 9 

calculation as described in section ‘Photoelectrochemical Sensing’.  10 

 11 

Measurements with the combi-electrosensor (PEC and SWV) 12 

To combine PEC and SWV in one measurement, electrode strips with two WEs (Metrohm 13 

Dropsens SPE Dual Screen-Printed Carbon Electrode Ref. X1110 displayed in the Figure 1.A) 14 

were used. One of the WEs was modified with F64PcZn|TiO2 to allow the PEC measurements. The 15 

second WE was left unmodified for SWV analysis. The measurements were conducted on a 16 

PalmSens bipotentiostat using the PSTrace software. The SPE consisted of a Ag RE, graphite CE 17 

and two graphite WEs. The measurements were conducted in a 120 µL droplet of 10 µmol L−1 18 

PHOH covering both WEs, CE and RE. pH 8, 9 and 10 buffer solutions were all tested. 19 

Prior to the measurement, one WE was coated with 3wt% F64PcZn|TiO2 according to the 20 

procedure described in the ‘Photoelectrochemical Sensing’ section. The droplet volume of the 21 

10 mg mL−1 aqueous F64PcZn|TiO2 suspension used was 2.5 µL instead of 5.0 µL due to the 22 

smaller size of the WE. For the PEC measurements, a potential of −0.14 V vs. Ag pseudo-reference 23 

electrode was applied. The laser (655 nm, 0.24 W cm−2) was manually switched on and off at 24 

specific time intervals.  25 

The parameters of the SWV measurements used were a potential range from −0.3 V to 26 

1.1 V vs. Ag pseudo-reference electrode, frequency of 10 Hz, 25 mV amplitude and 5 mV step 27 

potential.  28 

 29 
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 1 

 2 

Measurements in real samples 3 

River samples were collected from the Stiemer (Diepenbeek, Belgium), Albert Canal 4 

(Genk, Belgium) and the Scheldt (Antwerp, Belgium). These samples were filtered, to remove 5 

micro-floats which can potentially block the illumination of the electrode surface by the laser in 6 

the PEC sensor, and equilibrated at room temperature prior to the measurements to remove the 7 

influence of the temperature on the measurements. The river samples were spiked with PHOH by 8 

diluting the PHOH stock solution, made in ethanol, with the river samples until 5.0 µmol L−1 9 

Figure 1. Dual SPE, integrated in a wireless portable potentiostat, with two WEs used for the 

combi-electrosensor (A). Left WE is bare graphite and right is a F64PcZn|TiO2-coated graphite 

WE. Schematic representation of the square wave voltammetric (SWV) detection (i.e. oxidation 

of phenols by the application of increasing oxidative potentials) (B) and photoelectrochemical 

(PEC) sensing mechanism (C) based on 1O2 being formed upon illumination by a 655 nm laser 

of a type II PS (F64PcZn|TiO2). Its 1O2 production leads to the oxidation of phenolic compounds. 

The subsequent reduction of the oxidized phenolic compounds at the electrode completes the 

electrocatalytic redox cycle and leads to a photocurrent response under illumination. 

A

B C
)
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PHOH was obtained. Different samples A-E were made. Samples A, B and C consisted of Stiemer, 1 

Scheldt and Albert Canal river samples, respectively, spiked with 5.0 µmol L−1 PHOH. Sample D 2 

contained an Albert Canal river sample with 5.0 µmol L−1 PHOH and 2.5 µmol L−1 HQ. Sample E 3 

consisted of an Albert Canal river sample containing 5.0 µmol L−1 PHOH, 2.5 µmol L−1 HQ and 4 

10 µmol L−1 CC. 5 

The standard addition method was carried out in the optimal measurement conditions by 6 

the PEC sensor by adding a standard PHOH solution in buffer to the diluted spiked river samples. 7 

The spiked river samples were diluted 25 times with pH 9 borate buffer so that the standard addition 8 

could be performed in the linear dynamic range of PHOH. For the SWV measurements, the spiked 9 

river samples were diluted 6.7 times with pH 10 carbonate buffer. 10 

 11 

Leaching experiment of F64PcZn|TiO2 with acetone 12 

Leaching experiments with acetone were conducted with the PEC sensor to evaluate the 13 

influence of the organic solvent on the solubility of F64PcZn and the robustness of the 14 

F64PcZn|TiO2-coating on the SPE in general. The electrode surface was washed five times with the 15 

washing solution containing a mixture of acetone and Milli Q water. Several washing solutions 16 

were prepared, each with a higher percentage, ranging from 0 to 100% acetone in Milli Q water. 17 

Afterwards, the electrode surface was rinsed with Milli Q water to remove any residual acetone 18 

traces. The photoresponse of 10 µmol L−1 PHOH in pH 7 phosphate buffer (at −0.1 V vs. Ag 19 

pseudo-reference electrode) was recorded to evaluate the condition of the SPE-coating after the 20 

washing step. The obtained photosignals were plotted against the acetone percentage in the washing 21 

solution to determine the effects of washing F64PcZn|TiO2-coating on the analytical performance 22 

of the PEC sensor. For each washing solution, a novel F64PcZn|TiO2-coated SPE was used and the 23 

blanks (phosphate buffer pH 7) were measured to evaluate the initial condition of the F64PcZn|TiO2-24 

coating and the quality of the SPE electrode. 25 

 26 

Results and discussion 27 

Sensitive PEC sensing of phenolic compounds 28 

PEC sensing of PHOH. The PEC sensing mechanism is based on 1O2 being formed upon 29 

illumination of a F64PcZn|TiO2-coated SPE (Figure 1.C). The oxidation of PHOH by 1O2 results in 30 
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the formation of p-BQ via a [4 + 2]cycloaddition.52 By applying a reductive potential at the 1 

electrode surface (e.g. −0.14 V vs. Ag pseudo-reference), p-BQ is reduced to HQ.53 The latter 2 

compound can be oxidized further by 1O2, producing p-BQ45 and, thereby, establishing an 3 

electrocatalytic redox cycle.  4 

 Such an electrocatalytic redox cycle is established using chronoamperometry and photo-5 

illumination. Figure 2 provides a typical current-time response for a F64PcZn|TiO2-coated SPE. 6 

During the first 5 s of illumination, the redox cycle is initiated and the reduction photocurrent 7 

increases (see Figure 2). This increase in reduction current can be explained by the fact that HQ 8 

has an oxidation rate by 1O2 15× greater than for PHOH.54 During the last 15 s, the reduction current 9 

plateaus. This apparent stabilization occurs due to the continuous redox cycling effect involving 10 

the oxidation of HQ by 1O2 and reduction of p-BQ to HQ. When illumination stopped, the current 11 

returns to its baseline value (approximately −45 nA) as the production of 1O2, which maintains the 12 

photocurrent, ceases. 13 

 14 

 15 

In general, the sensitivity of the PEC sensor is affected by oxygenation kinetics, diffusion 16 

rates and reduction kinetics of the oxidized species. Optimizing one of these parameters can lead 17 

to an increase in the photoresponse. The enhancement of the diffusion of species towards the 18 

Figure 2. Chronoamperometric measurement for a F64PcZn|TiO2-modified SP at −0.14 V vs. Ag 

pseudo-reference in 0.5 µmol L−1 PHOH in pH 9 buffer, illuminated for 20 s with red light (655 

nm, 0.24 W cm−2). 

Laser on Laser off 
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electrode surface is a challenging process, but an efficient way to achieve this involves an 1 

incubation step where the compound is accumulated near the surface.55 Such a method mostly 2 

works with large phenolic compounds with low solubility in water such as rifampicin;56 yet smaller 3 

compounds such HQ do not incubate at the surface as they are easily removed by washing the 4 

surface.  5 

The two remaining parameters, oxygenation and reduction kinetics, can be improved by 6 

careful selection of the applied reductive potential and the buffer pH. Therefore, the PEC detection 7 

of PHOH was first optimized with regards to applied potential and buffer pH by using a previously 8 

described protocol.46  9 

 10 

Determination of the optimal potential window for PHOH detection via chopped LSV. Firstly, 11 

LSV measurements were recorded in pH 7 and pH 9 buffer solutions to determine the optimal 12 

potential windows for PHOH sensing (see Figure 3).46 The laser was switched on and off at 30 s 13 

time intervals to reveal the baseline current and stable PHOH response. Due to the electrocatalytic 14 

redox cycle of PHOH, a response (dotted red line) considerably larger compared to that of the 15 

buffer (black line) was obtained. This latter current was caused by the reduction of 1O2 produced 16 

in the vicinity of the electrode surface.45  17 

The optimal potential window for PHOH detection was selected based on the ratio of the 18 

photocurrent response of PHOH and the buffer solution, where the phenol’s response should be 19 

maximized compared to the buffer alone. This ratio is an indication of the sensitivity of the PEC 20 

measurement. At pH 7, a potential window was selected between −0.08 V to −0.13 V vs. Ag 21 

pseudo-reference (see Figure 3.A). Applying more negative reductive potentials results in increased 22 

photoresponse of the buffer solution whilst applying smaller negative reductive potentials 23 

decreases the response of PHOH.  24 

The increment of the buffer to pH 9 (see Figure 3.B) not only improved the response of 25 

PHOH but also shifted the optimal potential window towards more reductive potentials. The 26 

reduction of p-BQ to HQ involves protons and is more facile at lower pH levels,53 hence the 27 

negative shift in optimal potential window from −0.08 V to −0.13 V for pH 7 to −0.13 V to 28 

−0.18 V vs. Ag pseudo-reference electrode for pH 9.  29 

Based on these optimal potential windows for pH 7 (−0.08 V to −0.13 V) and pH 9 30 

(−0.13 V to −0.18 V), three potentials, i.e. −0.10 V and −0.14 V for pH 6 – 8 and −0.14 V and 31 
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−0.17 V for pH 9, were selected for the amperometric measurement to determine the optimal 1 

applied potential for the detection of PHOH.  2 

 3 

Selection of optimal pH and applied potential for PHOH detection via amperometry. After 4 

the above first LSV screening, −0.10 V, −0.14 V and −0.17 V vs. Ag pseudo reference were 5 

chosen for amperometric measurements in buffers ranging from pH 6-9. pH > 9 was not 6 

considered since its optimal potential window was close to the oxygen reduction potential,57, 58 7 

evidenced by unstable baseline currents at pH 10 (see supplementary material Figure S1). For 8 

each combination of potential and pH, the PHOH and buffer current response were measured, 9 

with results given in Figure 4, respectively.  10 

Based on the ratio of the PHOH and buffer photocurrent, it was observed that the sensitivity 11 

of the sensor increased with increasing alkalinity of the buffer solution (see Figure 4.A). This 12 

elevation was the result of an increasing PHOH photoresponse (Figure 4.B) and decreasing buffer 13 

response (Figure 4.C) as a function of pH.  14 

The main contributors to the PHOH photocurrents when varying pH and applied potential 15 

are: i) oxidation rate of PHOH due to 1O2 and ii) electrode surface reduction kinetics of oxidized 16 

species. The diffusion rate of (oxidized) PHOH, which is predominantly dependent on the size of 17 

the molecule, is not impacted by changes in pH and applied potential.55 18 

A) B) 

Figure 3. Linear sweep voltammograms of buffer and buffer with 10 µmol L−1 PHOH recorded 

in (A) pH 7 and (B) pH 9. The scan rate and step potential were 0.25 mV s−1 and 1 mV. The 

laser (655 nm, 0.24  W cm−2) was switched on and off at 30 s time intervals. 
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The photocurrent response for PHOH decreased from pH 6 to 7 from -32 nA to -27 nA and 1 

increased exponentially towards pH 9 (see Figure 4.B), with -74 nA at pH 9 when -0.14 V was 2 

applied. The increase from pH 7 to pH 9 was caused by the oxidation rate by 1O2. At alkaline pH 3 

values, phenolate ion (PHO−) will become increasingly present. As such, PHOH and PHO− both 4 

contribute to the overall oxidation rate where the oxidation rate for PHO− is nearly 60 times faster 5 

than PHOH.54 Therefore the overall oxidation rate increases towards pH 9 due to a greater 6 

contribution of PHO− (pKa = 9.9)54 resulting in increased photoresponse at pH 9. The decrease in 7 

response from pH 6 to 7, however, was assigned to the reduction kinetics of p-BQ to HQ where 8 

reduction was faster at pH 6 due to an increased concentration of protons H+ in solution.53 The 9 

oxidation rate by 1O2 is the same at pH 6 and 7.54  10 

In addition to the oxidation of PHOH by 1O2, a secondary pathway involving PHO− may 11 

also lead to oxidized PHOH, contributing to the PHOH photoresponse. In this pathway, electron 12 

transfer from the PHO− to the excited PS occurs, generating phenoxy radicals and reduced PS 13 

species.
46, 59 This electron transfer could occur as the photochemical reduction of F64PcZn in ethanol 14 

in the absence of air has been described before.60 Since this pathway becomes more prevalent when 15 

the pH ≈ pKa of PHOH (9.9), it is expected that at pH 9 a limited contribution to the PHOH 16 

photoresponse of this specific secondary pathway is expected.  17 

Finally, by the application of more reductive potentials, −0.17 V at pH 9, the PHOH 18 

photocurrent increased by 1.4 times on average due to the higher reduction rate of p-BQ at the 19 

electrode surface and blank values (from buffer solution, Figure 4.B).  20 
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 1 

The buffer response is primarily caused by the direct reduction of 1O2 at the electrode 2 

surface.45 Hydroxide is known to quench 1O2,61 thus, as the pH (and therefore concentration of 3 

hydroxide) increases, the quenching of 1O2 becomes more prevalent. As a result, the buffer response 4 

decreased as a function of pH (Figure 4.C). A linear trend was observed with a slope of 5.9 ± 0.3 nA 5 

per pH unit for −0.14 V and 5.7 ± 0.9 nA per pH unit for −0.10 V vs. Ag pseudo-reference electrode 6 

(R² = 0.99 and 0.95, respectively). Moreover, the use of more reductive potentials, such as 7 

C) 

Figure 4. (A) Ratio of PHOH:buffer photocurrent response as a function of measuring buffer pH. (B) 

Photocurrent response of 1 µmol L−1 PHOH and (C) buffer solution at applied potentials of −0.10 V 

(black, square), −0.14 V (red, circle) and −0.17 V (blue, triangle) as a function of buffer pH. All 

potentials are given vs. the Ag pseudo-reference electrode. Error bars denote the standard deviation 

of three electrodes (N = 3). 

A) B) 
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−0.17 V vs. Ag pseudo-reference electrode, resulted in elevated blank values most likely due to a 1 

higher contribution of generated reactive oxygen species. 2 

In conclusion, based on Figure 4, the optimal conditions for the detection of PHOH were 3 

determined as −0.14 V vs. Ag pseudo-reference in pH 9 buffer. Using these optimal conditions, a 4 

calibration plot for PHOH could be obtained (Figure S2). A sensitivity of 0.45 A mol−1 L cm−2 and 5 

correlation coefficient of 0.99 were computed. The linear dynamic range was 0.05 to 6 

2.00 µmol L−1, with LOD and LOQ of 26 nmol L−1 and 88 nmol L−1, respectively, demonstrating 7 

the high sensitivity of the sensor compared to other reported electrochemical techniques (Table 8 

S1).  9 

  10 

Optimized PEC detection of PHOH and other analogues in mixtures. The PEC sensor uses a 11 

detection mechanism that interacts with all phenolic compounds in a sample. Since there is a high 12 

probability that a company or wastewater sample contains multiple analogues, it is crucial to 13 

investigate their contribution to the photoresponse of PHOH. HQ, CC, RC, BPA and the quinone 14 

p-BQ were selected as phenolic analogues. Their photoresponses were first analyzed individually 15 

(Figure 5.A) and then compared when a binary mixture is formed with PHOH (Figure 5.B). 16 

 The overall reaction rate with 1O2 consists of a chemical reaction and physical quenching 17 

rate. The chemical reaction rate involves a reaction between 1O2 and phenols generating products, 18 

e.g. HQ. It is via this reaction pathway that photoresponses are obtained during the PEC 19 

measurement. In contrast, no oxidation products are generated during the physical quenching 20 

process and thus no photocurrents are expected.54, 62 21 
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 1 

The oxidation of HQ via 1O2 promotes the formation of p-BQ while the oxidation of BPA 2 

leads to the hydroxylated BPA and cleavage products PHOH, 4-isopropylphenol, HQ and p-BQ.45, 3 

63, 64 Both HQ and BPA exhibit a photocurrent response greater than that for PHOH due to their 4 

higher reaction rate with 1O2 (Figure 5.A); approximately 10 times higher in the case of HQ and 3 5 

times higher for BPA (using 4-(1,1-dimethylethyl)phenol as the model compound).62 However, the 6 

addition of HQ or BPA to a PHOH solution led to an increase in the PHOH photosignal (Figure 7 

5.B) which was not equal to the sum of the individual signals. This demonstrates that the phenolic 8 

compounds interfere with each other’s sensing mechanism/pathway. For instance, the formation of 9 

dimers and other polymer structures38, 65 have a different oxidation rate with 1O2
62 and different 10 

redox behavior than the (oxidized) BPA, PHOH or HQ alone. 11 

CC and RC produced almost no photocurrent response (Figure 5.A). CC has a high physical 12 

quenching rate66 with 1O2 so no oxidized products are generated via this pathway. Moreover, a 13 

complexation of CC with boric acid (Figure S3), which is a component of the buffer solution, also 14 

alters the reactivity with 1O2. The CC-boric acid complex has a higher oxidation potential than 15 

CC,67 consequently reducing its reactivity towards oxidation by 1O2. RC has a relatively high 16 

A) 
B) 

Figure 5. (A) Photoresponse of 0.5 µmol L−1 PHOH, HQ, CC, RC, BPA and p-BQ and (B) their 

mixtures with PHOH (0.5 µmol L−1 + 0.5 µmol L−1) measured in pH 9 buffer at −0.14 V vs. Ag 

pseudo-reference electrode. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of 18 electrodes (N 

= 18) for phenol and N = 3 for the remaining species. Blank values were subtracted from the 

phenolic responses. 
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quantum yield of oxidation by 1O2.
66 However, no photoresponse was detected for RC, likely due 1 

to the instability of the m-quinone form which rapidly decomposes.68 Overall, it can be summarized 2 

that to obtain high photocurrent responses, the stability of the oxidized products is crucial. As a 3 

result, when measuring mixtures of PHOH and its analogues, no increase in photocurrent was 4 

detected (Figure 5.B).  5 

Interestingly, the PEC sensor can also measure oxidized phenols. This was demonstrated 6 

by the measurement of p-BQ (Figure 5.A). The constant application of a reductive potential reduced 7 

p-BQ to HQ and led to a photosignal when the produced HQ was oxidized by 1O2 during 8 

illumination. The obtained signal was greater than for PHOH (Figure 5.A) and resulted in an 9 

increase of the PHOH photocurrent when p-BQ was added (Figure 5.B). This means that the PEC 10 

sensor can even measure oxidized products of phenolic compounds that might be formed during 11 

degradation processes.29, 69 12 

In conclusion, it is shown that the PEC sensor measures the total contribution of (oxidized) 13 

phenolic compounds that generate stable products after oxidation by 1O2. This is a similar working 14 

principle as commercially available test kits such as color test kits (with reagent 15 

4-aminoantipyrine)70 and COD measurements.47 The latter is not specific to phenols as it measures 16 

the total oxidizable organics present in a sample, though it is used by regulatory bodies as an 17 

evaluation index of industrial wastewaters.71 Compared to these test kits, the PEC sensor is highly 18 

sensitive and does not require sample preparation, which is advantageous for on-site 19 

measurements.47, 70, 71 20 

However, based on the photoresponses, the PEC sensor is not able to identify and 21 

differentiate between phenols and oxidized phenols. Therefore, to enable this identification feature, 22 

a second electrochemical technique, SWV, will be included to identify the phenols based on their 23 

oxidation potentials. 24 

 25 

Selective SWV sensing of phenolic compounds 26 

Optimization of pH for voltammetric detection of phenols. Voltammetric detection 27 

allows the identification and differentiation between structurally related compounds (Figure 1.B) 28 

since each phenol has a characteristic electrochemical fingerprint (EF) depending on the pH of the 29 

buffer solution, electrode material, among other variables.48 The electrochemical behavior of 30 

PHOH and the selected phenolic analogues was explored at different pH-values on SPEs using 31 
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SWV. The EFs of PHOH, HQ, CC, RC and BPA at 20 µmol L−1 were obtained in buffers with 1 

varying pH values (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12), given in Figure 6. Oxidation peak potentials (Ep) were 2 

observed in SWV for all phenols except for BPA. A shoulder is observed for the oxidation peak 3 

for BPA at low pHs (pH 2 and pH 4), which was previously reported by Kuramitz et al.72 The Ep 4 

at approximately 0 V vs. Ag pseudo reference was due to oxidation of silver at the Ag reference 5 

electrode.73 6 

All phenols showed a shift in oxidation Ep throughout the pH range 2-12 to smaller positive 7 

potentials with increasing pH. A linear relationship between the Ep and pH for each phenol is 8 

displayed given in Figure S4, with a slope of approximately 60 mV per pH unit, indicating that the 9 

number of electrons involved in the oxidation process is equal to the number of protons.74 The Ep 10 

for PHOH at pH 12 deviated from this linearity since the pH > pKa (PHOH) (= 9.9).54 Therefore, 11 

PHOH was present in its deprotonated form hence, no proton exchange occurred during the 12 

oxidation process. The highest peak separation for the identification between PHOH and its 13 

analogues (HQ, CC, RC and BPA) was observed (Figure 6.B, oxidation peak potential of PHOH 14 

is denoted by a dotted line) in pH 10 carbonate buffer.48  15 
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 1 

The relationship between oxidation peak current (Ip) and pH was evaluated in order to 2 

obtain an optimal current response. Consequently, PHOH, HQ, CC and BPA exhibited the highest 3 

Ip intensities (i.e. sensitivity) at pH 10 (Figure S4).  4 

Both HQ and CC did not cause any overlap with PHOH, displaying oxidation peaks at 5 

reduced potentials (Ep = −0.15 V and Ep = −0.02 V at pH 10, respectively), which contributed to 6 

the oxidation of its corresponding p- or o-quinone.29 However, the Ep of both RC and BPA slightly 7 

overlapped with the potential region of PHOH. RC exhibited a weak oxidation process at 8 

Ep = 0.26 V (at pH 10) and could be the result of the oxidation of hydroxyl groups to a 9 

thermodynamically unstable m-quinone.29 Although RC had a similar structure to HQ and CC, it 10 

oxidized at a more positive potential. This is likely attributed to the difference in reactivity of these 11 

isomers. The aromatic ring of RC has a lower activity since the meta-position of the second 12 

Figure 6. Baseline corrected square wave voltammograms of (A) 20 µmol L−1 PHOH and an 

overlay of all single phenols (B): PHOH (blue), HQ (red), CC (green), RC (orange) and BPA 

(purple) measured at different pH values (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12). The dotted line denotes the 

oxidation peak potential position of PHOH. 

A) B) 
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hydroxyl group does not activate this ring.29 Therefore, a larger potential (energy) is required for 1 

oxidation. HQ and CC have a higher electron density on both ortho- and para-positions of the 2 

hydroxyl groups, and thus require less energy for oxidation.29 BPA showed an asymmetric intense 3 

oxidation peak at Ep = 0.28 V which overlapped the PHOH oxidation peak (Ep = 0.45 V, pH 10) 4 

for all pH values, resulting in a more challenging identification of PHOH. 5 

Consequently, the optimal buffer solution for PHOH confirmation (in complex samples) 6 

was pH 10 carbonate buffer where the greatest intensity (and thus sensitivity) for PHOH and 7 

elevated differentiation between PHOH and the other phenols was achieved.  8 

Figure S5 shows a calibration curve for PHOH obtained by SWV under optimized 9 

conditions with increasing PHOH concentrations (0.25-50.00 µmol L−1). The corresponding linear 10 

dynamic range of PHOH was observed between 0.5 to 50.0 µmol L−1 with a sensitivity of 11 

0.53 A mol−1 L cm−2 and a correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.99. The LOD and LOQ was determined 12 

as 0.23 µmol L−1 and 0.78 µmol L−1, respectively; showing strong reproducibility of Ip for 13 

20 µmol L−1 PHOH with 0.46% RSD, N = 3. 14 

 15 

SWV identification of PHOH and other analogues in mixtures. In order to identify PHOH in 16 

complex wastewater samples and verify possible peak suppression and/or shift effects under the 17 

chosen optimal conditions, binary mixtures were studied. Figure 7 shows the EFs of binary 18 

mixtures (ratio of 1:1) for 20 µmol L−1 PHOH and 20 µmol L−1 of each phenolic compound (HQ, 19 

CC, RC and BPA) at the optimal pH 10. The Ep of both phenols in all mixtures could easily be 20 

distinguished so that the PHOH oxidation signal was clearly isolated against HQ, CC and RC. A 21 

shift of −50 mV and increased intensity of the PHOH peak was observed in the presence of BPA, 22 

presumably due to the slight overlap between the oxidation peaks. 23 

   24 
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 1 

As the primary aim of the combi-electrosensor is the detection of PHOH in the presence of 2 

phenolic analogues, the identification of PHOH in complex mixtures (containing HQ, CC, RC and 3 

BPA) was studied in pH 10. The oxidation peak of PHOH could be differentiated from HQ, CC 4 

and BPA, which makes the chosen conditions suitable for the identification of PHOH (Figure S6). 5 

Nonetheless, identification of RC (Ep = 0.26 V) within this complex mixture was not possible as 6 

the EF of RC overlaps with the EF of BPA. However, these could be differentiated from the EF of 7 

PHOH (Figure 7). The characteristic EF of PHOH is clearly observed in binary and complex 8 

mixtures at pH 10 and can be identified from structurally related phenol analogues using SWV on 9 

unmodified SPE and without the need for separation techniques.  10 

In conclusion, based on their oxidation potentials, the SWV sensor identifies and 11 

distinguishes PHOH from phenol analogues in binary and complex mixtures. Furthermore, the 12 

measurement time of the SWV (approximately <5 min) is faster compared to the commercial color 13 

kits and COD which is particularly advantageous when measuring multiple samples.47, 70 14 

 15 

Figure 7. Baseline corrected square wave voltammograms of 20 µmol L−1 PHOH (red, added as 

reference) and binary mixtures in a 1:1 ratio of 20 µmol L−1 PHOH and 20 µmol L−1 phenol 

analogue in pH 10.  
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Sensitive PEC and selective SWV sensing of river samples containing phenols 1 

Before the PEC and SWV sensor were combined in a dual sensor set-up, their individual 2 

performance was tested by measurements in spiked river samples A-E taken from the Stiemer, 3 

Scheldt and Albert Canal (see Table 1). The aim was to determine the phenol concentration, in 4 

reference to a PHOH standard, via standard addition by the PEC sensor whilst the SWV sensor 5 

identified the phenols in the spiked samples. Five samples were made, each containing 5 µmol L−1 6 

PHOH. Additionally, to evaluate a potential matrix effect in the determination of the phenol amount 7 

by the PEC sensor. Sample D contained HQ while sample E contained HQ and CC. The initial 8 

screening of the river samples via SWV, prior to the spiking of phenols, revealed that almost no 9 

electro-active compounds were present (see Figure S7). 10 

The PEC sensor was able to detect phenolic compounds present in the samples. Linearity 11 

was obtained upon the addition of PHOH standard (Figure S8). For the spiked river samples 12 

containing only PHOH (samples A, B and C), recovery values of 111 ± 8%, 96 ± 9% and 13 

107 ± 12% were calculated, respectively. This indicated that the determined concentrations by the 14 

PEC sensor were close to the actual concentration of PHOH in the samples (Table 1) and 15 

demonstrates the accuracy of the sensor in these measurements. The repeatability of these 16 

measurements was dependent on the performance and reproducibility of the SPE itself and the 17 

F64PcZn|TiO2 coatings which were manually deposited. For these sample, the SWV measurements 18 

confirmed that only PHOH was present (Figure S9).  19 

When sample D was measured with the PEC sensor, a phenol concentration of 20 

10 ± 1 µmol L−1 was computed, while the total added phenolics concentration was 7.5 µmol L−1 21 

(Table 1). The greater concentration given by the PEC sensor was a result of the use of a PHOH 22 

standard in the standard addition procedure. PHOH has decreased sensitivity than that of HQ and, 23 

as a result, the determined total concentration of phenols was higher than 7.5 µmol L−1. 24 

Nonetheless, the PEC sensor was able to intercept the addition of HQ in the sample. Furthermore, 25 

the SWV sensor could identify HQ and PHOH in this mixture (Figure S10). 26 

In contrast to sample D, the addition of CC to the HQ-PHOH-spiked sample (sample E) did 27 

not lead to an increased determined concentration by the PEC sensor. A similar concentration was 28 

determined as in the absence of CC (sample D) since CC is photoinactive in these measurement 29 

conditions. The SWV sensor detected CC in this sample (Figure S10).  30 

 31 
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Table 1. Recorded results of PEC and SWV sensor measurements of spiked river samples. Recorded 1 

concentration of phenols by the PEC sensor is expressed relative to the PHOH standard. 2 

Sample Details 
Recorded Results 

PEC sensor SWV sensor 

Name Spiked Phenolic Content CPHOH /µmol L−1 Identified 

A 5 µmol L−1 PHOH in Stiemer 5.6 ± 0.4 PHOH 

B 5 µmol L−1 PHOH in Scheldt 4.8 ± 0.5 PHOH 

C 
5 µmol L−1 PHOH in Albert 

Canal 
5.3 ± 0.6 PHOH 

D 

5 µmol L−1 PHOH and 

2.5 µmol L−1 HQ in Albert 

Canal 

10 ± 1 PHOH and HQ 

E 

5 µmol L−1 PHOH, 

2.5 µmol L−1  HQ and 

10 µmol L−1 CC in Albert Canal 

11 ± 2 PHOH, HQ and CC 

 3 

The measurement of multiple phenolic compounds displayed the effectiveness and 4 

practicality of the combination of the PEC and SWV sensors showing how each technique improves 5 

performance by overcoming limitations these techniques exhibit independently. Furthermore, if 6 

one suspects that CC and/or RC are/is present in a sample, SWV measurements are required since 7 

CC and RC are photoinactive in the optimal measurement conditions outlined previously. 8 

However, an important constraint on the PEC sensor involves the solubility of PS in organic 9 

solvents, for instance acetone,45, 60 which is a byproduct in the production of PHOH via the cumene 10 

hydroperoxide route.1 The performance of the PEC sensor can be compromised when the acetone 11 

levels are higher than 20% (Figure S11) due to removal of PSs from the electrode surface and 12 

physical destruction of the coating. Therefore, the direct detection of PHOH in highly concentrated 13 

acetone streams is currently outside the application range of the PEC sensor. Nevertheless, diluting 14 

these concentrated acetone samples will improve the applicability of the PEC sensor. 15 

 16 
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A combi-electrosensor for the sensitive and selective detection of phenolic 1 

compounds 2 

A test combining the PEC and SWV sensor, using one SPE containing two WEs with shared 3 

RE and CE (Figure 1A), was performed (Figure 8). Only alkaline pH-values were considered in 4 

line with strong sensitivity obtained during the PEC measurements and optimal differentiation via 5 

SWV.  6 

Figure 8 displays how the addition of PHOH led to a clear signal (reduction currents) which 7 

can be distinguished from the blank value. An increased photocurrent for phenol was observed 8 

from pH 8 to 9 due to the higher oxidation rate with 1O2. This was accompanied by a decreasing 9 

blank value stemming from an elevated amount of hydroxide at pH 9 and higher quenching rate of 10 

1O2 (Figure 8.A and B).61 At pH 10, an oxidative blank response and reduced photoresponse for 11 

phenol was observed (Figure 8.C). The increased hydroxide concentration at pH 10 will likely 12 

increase the quenching rate of 1O2 leading to reduced phenol photosignals and oxidative blank 13 

responses.61 For the SWV measurement, the increase in pH resulted in a shift in PHOH oxidation 14 

peaks towards smaller positive potentials (Figure 8.D), as it was described before.  15 

It is important to highlight here that although both sensors have a different optimal pH in 16 

the measurement of real samples, this initial test highlights the potential in combining the two 17 

techniques on the same SPE. Future steps will pursue the implementation of both techniques on 18 

one set-up keeping in mind their different measurement conditions. For this, different SPE 19 

configurations can be employed; for instance, i) an array set-up where each sensor has its own three 20 

electrode system and measurement condition, ii) a sensor where the RE and CE are shared with 21 

two separate WEs or iii) a sensor where the SWV measurement will take place on the same coated 22 

WE as the PEC measurement. With the latter configuration being the most challenging one, a 23 

deeper optimization should be carried out due to the increased SWV baseline signal caused by the 24 

F64PcZn|TiO2-coating on the WE.  25 
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 1 

 2 

Conclusions 3 

The effective and practical combination of PEC and SWV for the development of on-site 4 

phenol sensors was demonstrated for the first time. Initially, the optimization of the PEC sensor 5 

revealed an optimal potential of −0.14 V vs. Ag pseudo-reference electrode in combination with 6 

pH 9 buffer for the detection of PHOH. Under these conditions, an LOD of 26 nmol L−1 was 7 

determined, demonstrating the high sensitivity of the sensor. Afterwards, for SWV, an ideal pH 10 8 

was determined for the optimal differentiation between PHOH, BPA, HQ, CC and RC. Using this 9 

pH, a PHOH LOD of 0.23 µmol L−1 was achieved. Subsequently, via the PEC sensor, the 10 

concentration of PHOH in the spiked river samples was measured with a recovery between 96% 11 

and 111%. The addition of HQ to the PHOH sample led to an overestimation of the concentration 12 

of PHOH which was elucidated by the identification of other phenolic analogues via SWV. 13 

However, no photoelectrochemical response was observed for CC and RC, likely due to physical 14 

quenching and formation of a boric acid-CC complex, and instability of the oxidized compound of 15 

RC. This work demonstrates that the combination of the two techniques (SWV and PEC) 16 

Figure 8. Photoelectrochemical response measured by the combi-electrosensor at(A) pH 8, (B) 9 

and (C) 10 in the presence and absence of 10 µmol L−1 PHOH. (D) Baseline corrected square 

wave voltammetric response of 10 µmol L−1 PHOH at pH 8, 9 and 10.  

A) B) 

C) D) 
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overcomes the photoelectrochemical limitations in terms of selectivity whilst maintaining its 1 

advantages. The initial exhibited tests of the combi-electrosensor showed strong potential towards 2 

phenolic compound detection in spiked real samples. Further development and optimization will 3 

lead to a valuable tool for the on-site detection of phenolic analogues in a wide variety of real 4 

samples.  5 
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